PROPERLY SANITIZE COVID-19 USING WIPES

To ensure satisfactory sanitation, each wipe will have its own "minimum wet time". If the surface dries out faster, you must use another wipe.

If the surface is visibly dirty, you must clean off the dirt first and then sanitize (virus can hide in the dirt)

Alcohol based wipes = 30 seconds
Clorox and Lysol (or other “Quat” types) wipes = 4 minutes
Dilute Bleach = 5 minutes
3% hydrogen peroxide = 6-8 minutes

WIPE IN ONE DIRECTION ONLY

IMAGINE YOU ARE PLOWING SNOW (USING SWIRLS OR CIRCLES CAN SPREAD THE VIRUS)

NOTE: certain surfaces have shown to carry live COVID-19 for various times.

Air: 3 hours
Copper: 4 hours
Cardboard: 24 hours
Plastic and Stainless Steel: 2-3 days